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how to remove a stuck laminate sheet from the laminator - to use a laminator an item is placed in a special pouch that
passes through the pressure of heated rollers occasionally a pouch and its contents may get stuck inside the machine this
typically happens when the contents inside the pouch are placed incorrectly or are too thick, fellowes venus 2 125 user
manual pdf download - fellowes venus 2 125 user manual office laminator note this equipment has been tested and found
to comply with the limits for a class b digital device pursuant to part 15 of the fcc rules these limits are designed to provide
reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation, solved laminator jammed i have a fellowes
saturn 125 fixya - fellowes cosmis 125 laminator will not heat up neither the green or red light turns on motor runs but no
heat for laminating brand new barely used maybe 10 sheets through at most, fellowes venus 125 user manual pdf
download - view and download fellowes venus 125 user manual online office laminators venus 125 laminator pdf manual
download, best way to clear out a jammed pouch laminator abc office - best way to clear out a jammed pouch laminator
the most common reason a laminator experiences a jam is a misfeed this occurs when a pouch is fed into a laminator at an
angle as the laminating film continues its progression through the laminator the incorrect angle worsens until the film is
crashing into the side of a laminator, fellowes venus 125 laminator 12 5 inch with 10 pouches - fellowes inc designed for
professional applications the fellowes venus 125 laminator accommo fellowes laminator voyager 125 automatic features jam
free laminating machine with laminating pouches kit 5218601
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